The Dragon’s Den Worksheet

1. **Vocabulary**: Replace the missing words in this text:

   "Hi, there! My name’s ............. and I am a .............. . But do not be ..............; we dragons are gentle and .............., we only use the .............. from our mouths to signal our ..............; our favourite ................ are telling stories and assisting young pupils in .............. . I am going to tell you a few things about stories and .............. Tales”

2. **Grammar**: Write a definition of these pictures. Use the Possessive. Follow the example.

   **Examples:**
   a - This is Drake’s dog.
   b - That is the Dragon’s dog.

3. **Questions**: Write questions for sentences 1, 3, 6 and 9 above. Use *whose* in all of them.

   1 Whose ____________________________________________?
   3 Whose ____________________________________________?
   6 Whose ____________________________________________?
   9 Whose ____________________________________________?
4. **Writing**: Write comments on these pictures. Write full sentences and include one Possessive in each case.

**Examples:**

a. *This dog lives in the dragon’s den.*

b. *The dog listens to Drake’s fairytales by the fireplace.*
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